A multireflector antenna utilizes a frequency-selective surface (FSS) in a subreflector to allow signals in two different RF bands to be selectively reflected back into a main reflector and to allow signals in other RF bands to be transmitted through it to the main reflector for primary focus transmission. A first approach requires only one FSS at the subreflector which may be an array of double-square-loop conductive elements. A second approach uses two FSS's at the subreflector which may be an array of either double-square-loop or dou-
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ORIGIN OF INVENTION

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA contract, and is subject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 USC 202) in which the contractor has elected not to retain title.

This application is a continuation, of application Ser. No. 07/909,501, filed Jun. 24, 1992 now abandoned.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention relates to a frequency selective surface (FSS) designed for reflecting selected signals in different frequency bands, and more particularly to a multi-reflector antenna, such as a Cassegrain antenna that utilizes one type of FSS for a subreflector to allow signals in two different bands, such as the X and Ka bands, to be selectively reflected back onto a main reflector. The subreflector allows other signals in other frequency bands to be transmitted through it to the main reflector which reflects all frequency signals.

BACKGROUND ART

FSSs with cross-dipole patch elements (also known as "dichroic surfaces") have been used in the subreflector of high-gain Cassegrain antennas for reflecting a signal in the X band and passing a signal in the S band. Cross-dipole patch elements have also been used for the subreflector design of a tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS) to diplex the S and Ka band signals. [V. D. Agrawal and W. A. Imbriale, "Design of a Dichroic Cassegrain Subreflector," IEEE Trans., Vol. AP-27, pp. 466-473, July 1979.]

The characteristics of an FSS utilizing cross-dipole elements changes drastically as the incident angle increases. This is evidenced by the reflection and transmission band ratio (|t|^2) being 7:1 for a single screen FSS with cross-dipole elements. [Agrawal, et al., supra] or 4:1 for double screen FSS [G. H. Schennum, "Frequency Selective Surfaces for Multiple Frequency Antennas," Microwave Journal, pp. 55-57, May 1973] Better elements, such as the square or loop elements, are definitely required for space missions that require band separation for as many as four adjacent bands.

STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the present invention, double-loop conductive elements (with square loops or circular loops) are provided in a rectangular array or, in the case of circular loops, a triangular array on a sheet of dielectric material to form a frequency selective surface (FSS) utilized in a subreflector of a dual-reflector antenna for selectively reflecting two signals in different frequency bands, such as the X and Ka bands. The subreflector may either (1) be a frequency selective surface for reflecting signals at selected frequencies in different bands, such as X and Ka bands to the main reflector and passing signals at other frequencies, possibly in different bands to a main reflector, such as the S and Ku bands, or (2) comprise a first frequency-selective surface for reflecting at least one signals at a frequency in a selected band, such as the Ka band, and passing signals at other frequencies possibly in different bands, such as in X, S and Ku bands, and further having a second frequency-selective surface behind the first frequency-selective surface for reflecting a signal passed by the first frequency-selective surface, such as the X band signal, and also passing other signals passed by the first frequency-selective surface, namely the S and Ku band signals in this example. An array of double-loop conductive elements on a sheet of dielectric material is sometimes referred to hereinafter as a "grid."

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates an integrated frequency selective surface approach to the present invention in a Cassegrain antenna.

FIG. 2 illustrates an add-on frequency-selective surface approach to the present invention in a Cassegrain antenna.

FIG. 3a shows in a plan view a flat FSS grid panel used to prove feasibility of a frequency-selective surface (FSS) of a subreflector in the two embodiments of the present invention shown in FIGS. 1 and 2.

FIG. 3b is a cross section taken through a pair of DSL patch elements in FIG. 3a.

FIGS. 4a and 4b show in respective top (front) and bottom (back) plan views of a flat FSS grid panel used to prove feasibility of a double FSS grid for the subreflector in the embodiment of FIG. 2.

FIG. 4c is a cross section taken through a pair of DSL patch elements shown in FIGS. 4a and 4b.

FIG. 5 is a graph of the transmission characteristics of a frequency-selective surface (FSS) for the subreflector 11b of FIG. 2 as shown in FIG. 4b but without a honeycomb core, i.e., taped for support on rigid but transparent foam with 15° TM incident plane wave.

FIG. 6 is a graph of the frequency transparent characteristics of the FSS in the graph of FIG. 5 but with a 40° TM incident plane wave.

FIG. 7 is a graph of measured and computed transmission performance of the FSS in the graph of FIG. 4b but with a honeycomb as shown in FIG. 4c.

FIG. 8 is a graph of measured and computed transmission performance of the FSS in the graph of FIG. 7 with the same honeycomb as shown in FIG. 4c but with all dimensions scaled up by 5.3%.

FIG. 9 is a graph of measured and computed transmission characteristics of the FSS for the subreflector grids 11a and 11b of FIG. 2 as shown in FIGS. 4a and 4b at normal incidence of a plane wave.

FIG. 10 is a graph of measured and computed transmission characteristics of the FSS in the graph of FIG. 9 but with a 40° TE incident plane wave.

FIG. 11 illustrates double-ring elements arranged in an equilateral triangle which, in an array of many such elements, forms a triangular lattice for a frequency-selective surface used in the add-on approach illustrated in FIG. 2.

FIG. 12 is a graph which shows the computed transmission characteristics of a double-square-loop frequency-selective surface for the subreflector of the integrated approach of FIG. 1 at X and Ku bands for incident angles steered from normal to 45°.

FIG. 13 is a graph of measured and computed performance of the add-on design of the subreflector of FIGS. 4a, 4b and 4c with a honeycomb support structure for the S (computed), X and Ka band signal. The computed
and measured points for transmission of the Ku band signal between the X and Ka band signal graphs are not shown since they would be near zero dB, but good agreement was observed. Only computed S band signal data was plotted since measurement for the S band signal would require a test panel larger than the 20' \times 20' test panels used.

Fig. 14 is a graph of measured and computed performance of the integrated design of the subreflector in the embodiment of Fig. 1. Good agreement is shown.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Many space and earth bound antenna applications require the simultaneous use of multiple RF frequencies, such as frequencies selected in S, X, Ku, and Ka bands for space science investigation and data communication links. To meet this multifrequency division multiplexing requirement, one approach is to use a single high-gain Cassegrain antenna as shown in Fig. 1. 1 having a main reflector 10 and one type of frequency-selective surface (FSS) for a subreflector 11 to allow selected X and Ka band frequencies from, for example, a dual polarization feed 12 to be reflected by the FSS subreflector 11 back to the main reflector 10 for transmission, and to allow S and Ku band frequencies from a dual polarization feed 13 to pass through the FSS subreflector 11 to the main reflector 10 for prime focus transmission.

This first approach utilizes a grid comprising an array of square or circular double-loop conductive elements for the FSS subreflector 11 as illustrated schematically in Figs. 3a and 3b for a generic flat FSS test panel. Once the design of the FSS subreflector is completed using a flat test panel, the Cassegrain subreflector can be fabricated in the appropriate hyperbolic shape using the double-loop conductive elements of the FSS test panel. While the main reflector 10 is a conventional dish intended to reflect all incident frequency signals, the subreflector 11 is designed to pass the signals in the S, and Ku bands while reflecting signals in the X and Ka bands. The FSS test panel for the subreflector of the embodiment of Fig. 2, or similar to that of the first embodiment of Fig. 1 except for details of design, as will be described below.

A second approach shown in Fig. 2, hereinafter referred to as the "add-on" approach, uses two FSS grids 11a and 11b for the Cassegrain subreflector as shown in Figs. 4a, 4b and 4c. The FSS grid 11a shown in Fig. 4a is called the Ku add-on FSS because it is laminated onto a skin S3 on a honeycomb core 20 (a segment of which is shown in a cross section in Fig. 4c) in front of the FSS grid 11b with the dielectric honeycomb core 20 and dielectric skins S3 and S4 between them. The front FSS grid 11b is designed to reflect only the signal at a frequency in the Ka band and pass S, X and Ku band waves. The back FSS grid 11b is similar except for details of design to reflect the X band. It is called a three-frequency FSS because it is designed to reflect X band signal waves but passes S and Ku band signal waves, thus allowing for transmission from the main reflector 10 of three frequency-division multiplexed signals plus the transmission of the add-on FSS signal in the Ka band.

The resultant double-grid subreflector comprising grids 11a and 11b reflects both X and Ka band signal waves from the dual polarization feed 12 which may consist of a feed horn 12a for the X band signal and a centered rod antenna 12b for the Ka band signal and passes both S and Ku band signal waves from the dual polarization feed 13 for prime focus transmission. This is in contrast to the first approach shown in Fig. 1, hereinafter referred to as the integrated approach, which uses only a single FSS grid for the subreflector 11 to reflect the X and Ka band signal waves from the dual polarization feed 13 for transmission and to pass the S and Ku band signal waves from the dual polarization feed 13 for prime focus transmission. The feed 13 may comprise a cup 13a for radiation of the S band signal fed to it in a conventional manner, and a rod or other suitable antenna 13b for radiation of the Ku band signal.

The generic flat FSS grid panel shown schematically in a plan view in Fig. 3a was first designed and implemented to prove the feasibility of the four-frequency-division multiplexing of both the integrated and the add-on approach shown schematically in Figs. 1 and 2. A segment of the honeycomb sandwich of this flat FSS grid panel is shown in Fig. 3b in a cross section. It comprises dielectric skins S1 and S2 on both sides of a dielectric honeycomb core 14. A grid 15 of double-square-loop (DSL) elements (shown as a heavy line in the cross section view of a segment of the panel shown in Fig. 3b) between the skin S1 and a sheet 16 was first etched using a DSL patch element pattern 17 shown in Fig. 3e in a thin-film of copper Cu deposited on the sheet 16. Once the grid 15 was etched in the copper film on the sheet 16, the side of the sheet 16 having the etched pattern of double-square-loop elements 17 was bonded onto the skin S1 over the honeycomb core 14.

The double-square-loop element pattern 17 was designed for reflection of two signal frequencies selected, one frequency in each of the two bands X and Ka. An example of a successful design is given hereinbelow for a test panel 20" \times 20" having a total of 109 \times 109 DSL patch elements using the following pattern dimensions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>P = 0.1732</th>
<th>Outer Loop Cu Width W1 = 0.0054</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gap</td>
<td>G = 0.0217</td>
<td>Inner Loop Cu Width W2 = 0.0021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Spacing S = 0.0217</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This geometry and configuration of DSL patch elements in a rectangular array (grid) is described more fully below. It is introduced here to present an example of the generic geometry and configuration used in test panels for the design of the add-on approach of Fig. 2.

For the present it should be noted that the subreflector 11 of the embodiment of Fig. 1, is similar to that of Fig. 3a, as noted above, and also similar to the FSS grid 11b of the subreflector in the embodiment of Fig. 2 in that it passes signals of frequencies in the Ku and S bands and reflects signals in the X band, as well as in the Ka band. Note that FSS grid 11a for the embodiment of Fig. 2 is also similar to the grid 11b except that it reflects signal waves of a frequency in the Ka band and passes signal waves in the X bands. Examples of successful designs of such similar subreflector grids are given below for each embodiment.

For the add-on approach of Fig. 2, two separate FSS geometries and configurations are required. The first one is a pair of rectangular array of DSL patch elements referred to above and shown in Figs. 4a and 4b bonded on a honeycomb sandwich as shown in Fig. 4c. A dielectric sheet 21 with an array of etched copper DSL
elements 22 shown in FIG. 4c is bonded over a skin $S_3$, as shown in FIG. 4c for the subreflector 11a of FIG. 2, i.e., for reflection of the signal at a selected frequency in the Ka band. An array of etched copper elements 23 on a sheet 24 is similarly bonded on the skin $S_3$ of the sandwich structure for the subreflector 11b of FIG. 2, i.e., for reflection of the signal at a selected frequency in the X band and transmission of signals in the Ku and S bands. The difference between the grids of subrefectors 11a and 11b is that the DSL pattern of the elements 23 in FIG. 4b for the subreflector 11b is designed to reflect the selected frequency signal in the X band and pass frequency signals in the Ku and S bands, whereas the DSL pattern 22 in FIG. 4a for the subreflector 11a is designed to reflect the selected frequency signal in the Ka band and pass frequency signals in the Ku and S bands. The net effect of the two grids having the DSL patterns 22 and 23 is the same as the FSS grid of the subreflector 11 of FIGS. 3a and 3b for the embodiment of FIG. 1 when used as the subrefectors 11a and 11b in the embodiment of FIG. 2.

The RF performance of the FSS panels is strongly dependent on the dielectric properties of the honeycomb skin materials, i.e., the dielectric constant and the loss tangent of the skins ($S_1$ and $S_2$ in FIG. 3a, $S_3$ and $S_4$ in FIG. 4c). Therefore, each test panel required different dimensions selected for the wavelength of signals to be reflected by the FSS and the effective dielectric constant of the material supporting the DSL patch elements. The dimensions for each test panel will be given separately.

Dielectric property is known to change from one material to another and even from one production batch to another. Therefore, two or more iterations of panel fabrication and test may be required to derive the optimum FSS grid design for any one skin material production batch. Once that is done for flat panels, it is necessary to form the shape of skin cladded honeycomb core for the desired subreflector (hyperbolic for the Cassegrain antenna of FIG. 1 or FIG. 2) from the same production batch of skin material.


For each design implemented on 20" × 20" panels, RF tests were performed at room temperature in an anechoic chamber. The tests consisted of the flat panel FSS transmission characteristics measurement and the scattering pattern measurement. The FSS’s transmission setup used two standard gain horns as the transmitting and receiving antennas, one on each side of the test panel. By turning the horn antenna’s polarization from vertical to horizontal, both TE and TM transmission characteristics of the panel between the two horns were measured.

In principle, this setup should be able to measure the FSS’s reflection characteristics. However, erroneous data were obtained due to the strong edge diffractions emanated from the test panel. These troublesome diffractions may be attributed to the horn antenna’s large beamwidth and the relatively small FSS panel size. Therefore, to eliminate the edges of the horn antenna beams from the edges of the panel, a precision setup with a horn and a lens may be used on each side of the FSS panel under test for the FSS transmission and reflection measurements. The lens then collimates the feed horn radiation in an area within the borders of the 20" × 20" panel. Nevertheless, a test setup without such lenses gives fairly accurate transmission measurements.

**Design and Test Results for Ka Add-on and Three Frequency FSS**

The structure of the Ka add-on FSS and three-frequency FSS for the approach illustrated in FIG. 2 are shown in respective FIGS. 4a and 4b. As was pointed out earlier, this is a double FSS grid approach, with a different array of double-loop elements etched in thin film copper on the two sheets 21 and 24 serving as subreflector FSS grids 11a and 11b in the embodiment of FIG. 2. The front FSS grid 11a shown in FIG. 4c is a low-pass FSS that reflects the Ka band and transmits the S, X and Ku bands. The back FSS grid 11b shown in FIG. 4b is a three-frequency FSS that reflects the X band and transmits the S and Ku bands. Both double-square-loop (DSL) and double-circular-loop (DCL) elements were studied for this add-on design approach. Predicted and measured RF performances for both DSL and DCL grids are described here to prove the validity of the add-on design approach.

The DSL FSS consists of a double-square-loop copper patch array etched on an electrically thin (1 mil) dielectric substrate (Kapton). However, most of the FSS applications in space require the FSS grids to be imbedded between two dielectric sheets and then supported by a Kevlar honeycomb sandwich core. These dielectric materials are all space qualified materials, and insure that the resultant FSS flight hardware will keep its physical integrity and sustain the mechanical loads in the launch and space environments. In general, the FSS’s characteristics are changed significantly when these dielectrics are added to free standing FSS grids in that the dielectric materials tend to lower the FSS’s resonant frequency and to stabilize its incident angle dependence. In addition, the RF losses in both the pass and stop bands are increased noticeably because these space qualified materials have relatively high loss tangent. For example, the Kapton/Epoxy skin has a loss tangent of 0.0156 at X band frequencies, while the Kapton’s loss tangent is 0.0028.

**Design and Test Results of a Thin DSL 3-Frequency FSS**

First, the thin DSL FSS, as shown in FIG. 4b without the honeycomb structure of FIG. 4c, was designed and fabricated on a 0.001” thick and 20” by 20” sized dielectric sheet (Kapton). The DSL array is periodic and symmetric in both x and y directions with a period P of
The incident angle and the polarization. Excellent agreement with a honeycomb sandwich was tested in the anechoic chamber, it was found that the Kevlar-Epoxy (ECM) and the CGM in the cross-dipole configuration of Ref. [12] show the computed and measured transmission performance of the new FSS. Note that the resonant frequency of the ECM is near 0.029" and is separated by a 0.048" space from the outer loop which has a line width W of 0.0097 ".

Next, the transmission characteristics of this thin DSL FSS was taped onto a rigid but transparent fabric comprising 0.5" thick honeycomb panels (and some on 2 mil thick Kapton sheet), and then bonded to the Kevlar skin of the honeycomb structure. The FSS grids have a period of 0.311" and the elements are separated by a gap G = 0.039". The inner loop has a line width W of 0.029" and is separated by a 0.048" space from the outer loop which has a line width W of 0.0097 ". These grid dimensions were obtained by assuming the dielectric constant of the Kevlar/Epoxy skin is 3.5, as stated by the supplier. But after this DSL FSS with a honeycomb sandwich structure was tested in the anechoic chamber, it was found that the Kevlar/Epoxy skin's dielectric constant must be 2.35 in order to get the good agreement between the measured and predicted results as shown in Fig. 7. Note that the resonant frequency is near 9 GHz instead of the 8.4 GHz, since the Kevlar/Epoxy skin's dielectric constant is 2.35 instead of 3.5, and the design assumed that the dielectric constant was 3.5.

Next, a new DSL FSS was fabricated with the same honeycomb sandwich panel of Fig. 4c, but all the grid's linear dimensions were scaled up by 5.3%. Fig. 8 shows the predicted and measured transmission performance of the thin screen DSL FSS. Note that the resonant frequency for this new FSS is near 8.4 GHz for incident angles from normal (θ=90°) to 45° and for both TE and TM polarizations. The measured data agrees very well with the predicted data as shown in Fig. 8. Here only the representative normal incidence case is plotted. Table 2 summarizes the calculated loss performance of this scaled up DSL FSS with a Kevlar honeycomb. The losses are higher than the thin screen DSL FSS's losses shown in Table 1. This may be attributed to the relative higher loss tangent of the Kevlar/Epoxy skin material of the honeycomb structure.

| TABLE 2 |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| 6GHz | θ = 0° | TE | TM | TE | TM |
| 2.3 | .38 | .46 | .28 | .58 | .19 |
| 7.2 | .24 | .96 | 1.41 | .8 | 2.1 |
| 8.4 | .15 | .16 | .15 | .23 |
| 13.8 | .13 | .18 | .12 | .36 | .1 |

Design and Test Results of Ka Add-on and Three-Frequency DSL FSS without Honeycomb

Fig. 4a, 4b, and 4c show the configuration of this dual DSL FSS grid test panel for the add-on approach of the present invention illustrated in Fig. 2 but without the honeycomb. Instead a foam spacer was used. It consisted of a Ka add-on FSS grid 11a in Fig. 4a, a three-frequency DSL FSS grid 11 in Fig. 4b and a rigid foam spacer instead of the honeycomb structure between the grids as shown in Fig. 4b. The Ka add-on DSL FSS is a single-screen DSL patch element FSS etched on a 1 mil thick and 20" by 20" sized Kapton substrate. This DSL array is periodic and symmetric in both x and y directions with a period P of 0.175" and a gap G of 0.049". The inner and outer loops are separated with a space S of 0.019" and they have the same line width W of 0.0098". This add-on FSS was designed to reflect the Ka band waves and to transmit the S, X and Ku band waves. Therefore, it is also called a low-pass FSS. The
three-frequency FSS is described above. The foam spacer was 0.75" thick Rohacell 51-IG foam. In operation, the Ka and X band waves are reflected by the front grid 11a and back grid 11b, respectively. Both S and Ku band waves will pass through this dual-screen FSS with minimum RF insertion loss, as illustrated in FIG. 2. The RF performance of the three-frequency DSL FSS grid is described above.

The Ka add-on DSL FSS grid was fabricated as described above on a foam spacer and evaluated by comparing computed and measured transmission characteristics at normal and 45° TE incidence. The computed results were obtained for the comparison via the conjugate gradient method (CGM). Excellent agreement was observed. It should be noted that by comparing a prior-art FSS having single-square-loop patch elements, the double-square-loop FSS gives sharper transition from the passband at 13.8 GHz to the stopband at 32 GHz.

Next the Ka add-on FSS and the three-frequency FSS were assembled together with the foam spacer in place of the honeycomb structure shown in FIG. 4c and evaluated as a four-frequency FSS for use as a subreflector in the embodiment of FIG. 2. The predicted and measured transmission performances of this two-grid FSS are shown in FIGS. 9 and 10 for normal and 40° incidence, respectively. The agreement between the measured and computed results is fairly good even though the FSS screens were not etched to ±0.5 mil specification of tolerances. This verified the accuracy of the dual DSL-FSS grid design for the add-on design approach for implementation of the present invention as shown in FIG. 2. The computed loss performance at the four bands (i.e., S, X, Ku, Ka bands) is summarized in Table 3. Note that the losses at 2.3 and 13.8 GHz are the transmission losses while the losses at 7.2, 8.4, 32 and 34 GHz are reflection losses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>30° TE</th>
<th>45° TE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>55/55</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>35/35</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>35/35</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>35/35</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Design and Test Results of Ka Add-on and Three-Frequency DSL FSS with Honeycomb

The three-frequency FSS design was fabricated on a Kapton substrate with a width of the ring 40mil. Good agreement between the printed and measured transmission performances of this add-on approach, as shown in FIG. 13, although no S band measured data was obtained for comparison of the S band in the left of FIG. 13, since measurement for that S band frequency requires a much larger panel than the test 20" by 20" panel fabricated and tested. And also note that in the graphs of FIG. 13, the reflected X band signal is shown in the center graph while the reflected Ka band signal is shown in the graph at the right. The passed (transmitted) Ku band signal between the second and third graph is not plotted since it would consist of plotted points near zero dB as in the case of the plotted points for the S computed band signal transmission. Nevertheless, since the accuracy of the DSL FSS design checked out thoroughly with measurements at higher frequencies, it should check out for the S band as well using a larger grid panel. The computed RF loss performance for this double DSL FSS grid is summarized in Table 4. The losses are higher than for the two DSL FSS grids without the Kevlar honeycomb as indicated in Table 3. This is due to the relatively higher loss tangent of the Kevlar/Epoxy skin material of the honeycomb structure.

Design and Test Results of Ka Add-on FSS with Double-Ring (Circular Loop) Element

The mode analysis of a single grid FSS with a double ring element was presented by E. A. Parker and J. C. Vardaxoglou, "Planewave illumination of concentric-ring frequency-selective surfaces," IEEE Proceedings, Vol. 132, Pt. H, No. 3, p. 176, June 1985 and E. A. Parker and J. C. Vardaxoglou, "Influence of single and multiple-layer dielectric substrates on the band spacings available from a concentric ring frequency-selective surface," Int. J. Electronics, Vol. 61, No. 3, pp. 291-297, 1986. However, their analysis was limited to thin rings with dielectric substrates on one side of the grid. The accurate modal analysis for a single multiple-ring patch element grid FSS with a layer of dielectric on both sides of the grid is similar to the multiple-square-loop element grid. A first design fabricated and tested was with multiple-ring FSS elements in an array with small ring width based on a thin wire approximation (i.e., no radial variation for the expansion function of the ring current). The second design was not so limited. It was based on exact coaxial waveguide modal analysis. Both designs can be analyzed with one ring or multiple concentric rings as the element of an FSS. It has been determined that a double-ring (DR) FSS element gives the best RF performance to meet space requirements.

A single FSS grid comprising a rectangular array with single-ring elements was fabricated on a 3 mil Kapton. The single-circular-loop FSS array was etched on a 3 mil Kapton substrate with a width of the ring only 2 mil. Good agreement between the computed and
measured transmission performance of this FSS grid was found.

Next, rectangular arrays of both single-ring elements and double-ring elements were fabricated for FSS testing (both with a Kevlar honeycomb support) and compared to determine the optimum ring FSS design. Comparison of the single-ring and the double-element FSS showed that the double-ring element FSS has much sharper transition from passband to stop band. The resonant frequency of the double-ring element FSS is shifted down when the inner ring is added to the same sized single-ring element FSS. By reducing the double-ring element's size, the double-ring element FSS has the same resonant frequency as the single-ring FSS. However, the losses at Ku and X bands are much smaller than the single-ring FSS. Therefore, the double-ring FSS should give better performance in a lowpass FSS design.

Computed transmission performance of a square-lattice ring element FSS for incident angle steered from normal to 45° shifts the resonant frequency about 1.5 GHz. Better performance can be obtained from a double-ring element FSS with a triangular lattice instead of a rectangular lattice, i.e., with elements of an array arranged to form three sets of parallel lines, each set at a 60° angle from the other two sets as shown in FIG. 11, where distance D between ring centers is 0.169" the outer ring radius r1 = 0.042", the inner ring radius r2 = 0.023" and the ring widths w1 and w2 both equal 0.01". This new FSS's resonant frequency shifted only about 1 GHz as the incident angle varied from normal to 45°.

Design/Analysis of a Three-Frequency FSS with Double-Ring Element

The computed transmission characteristics of a three-frequency double-ring FSS in a triangular lattice as shown in FIG. 11 supported with a Kevlar honeycomb indicated that the resonant frequency is near the designated 8.45 GHz even when the incident angle is changed from normal to 45°. The dimensions and spacing of the double-ring elements were as follows:

\[ D = 28" \]
\[ r1 = 0.132" \]
\[ r2 = 0.0866" \]
\[ w1 = 0.005" \]
\[ w2 = 0.008" \]

The RF losses are summarized in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>30°</th>
<th>45°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The losses at S and Ku band are also kept as minimum as possible. By comparing with the double-square-loop (DSL) FSS results presented above, there is hardly any difference between them. In other words, the square-loop or circular-loop (ring) element FSSs give essentially the same performance. However, this is not true for the integrated four-frequency design approach of FIG. 1, as described below.
A dual-reflector system for frequency division multiplexing of four signals, each in a separate one of four radio-frequency bands comprising first and second radio-frequency signal reflectors facing each other, said second radio-frequency signal reflector having double-loop conductive elements arrayed for selective reflection of two signals in two separate radio-frequency bands, first and second feed systems, each feed system for transmission of a different selected set of two of said radio-frequency signals in separate radio-frequency bands, said second radio-frequency signal reflector having said arrayed double-loop conductive elements chosen for passing said two signals in different radio-frequency bands from said first feed system through said second radio-frequency signal reflector in a direction toward said first radio-frequency signal reflector, and for reflecting said two radio-frequency signals from said second feed system protruding through said first radio-frequency signal reflector back to said first radio-frequency signal reflector, said first radio-frequency signal reflector being chosen to reflect all of said sets of two radio-frequency signals from said first and second feed systems for transmission of said radio-frequency signals from said first feed system and said radio-frequency signal from said second feed system, wherein said arrayed double-loop conductive elements of said second radio-frequency signal reflector comprises a plurality of double-loop conductive elements on a dielectric sheet of known dielectric constant arranged to form at least one grid of elements, and dimensions of said double-loop conductive elements of said frequency-selective surface of said second radio-frequency signal reflector being chosen for passing said two signals in separate radio-frequency bands transmitted said first feed system and selective reflection of signals transmitted in separate radio-frequency bands by said second feed system.

2. A dual-reflector system as defined in claim 1 wherein said arrayed double-loop conductive elements of said second reflector comprise first and second grids of double-loop conductive elements being positioned to receive direct radiation of said two radio-frequency signals transmitted by said second feed system, and dimensions of said first grid of double-loop conductive elements of said second radio-frequency signal reflector are chosen for selective reflection of one of said two radio-frequency signals in separate radio-frequency bands transmitted by said second feed system while passing the other of said two radio-frequency signals in separate radio-frequency bands transmitted by said second feed system.

3. A dual-reflector system as defined in claim 2 wherein said double-loop conductive elements of said first and second grids of said second radio-frequency signal reflector are circular-loop conductive elements.

4. A dual-reflector system as defined in claim 2 wherein said double-loop conductive elements of said first and second grids of said second radio-frequency signal reflector are circular-loop conductive elements.

5. A dual-reflector system as defined in claim 4 wherein said circular-loop conductive elements are arranged in a triangular array such that the distances of every circular-loop conductive element of said grid to adjacent circular-loop conductive elements are equal and therefore each circular-loop conductive element forms with two adjacent circular-loop conductive elements an equilateral triangle.

6. A dual-reflector system as defined in claim 1 wherein said frequency-selective surface of said second radio-frequency reflector comprises a grid of double-square-loop conductive elements on said sheet of known dielectric constant, said double-square-loop conductive elements being designed as to dimensions and spacing on said sheet of known dielectric constant to receive and reflect direct radiation of said two radio-frequency signals transmitted by said second feed systems while passing any radio-frequency signal transmitted by said first feed system.